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In Volume Two of Mary Magdalene: Revelations from a First Century Avatar, Mary’s words are
clearer than ever. Through the author as channel for her voice, Mary reveals new details of her
life, her spiritual mastery, and her journey with the great prophet and teacher known to us as
Jesus. In this second volume, Mary Magdalene delivers an urgent message to people
everywhere. She implores us to activate the great cosmic power within each and every one of
us. By turning our inner light on, Mary insists we will open the doorway to our destiny, at this time
of great awakening. Mary then answers questions about Jesus, the Ancient Ones, earth
energies, the Gate of the Eleven, manna, and so much more. Discover the astonishing details of
the inner circle’s most secret teachings and why they are being revealed at this time! In this
fascinating account, we are given a deeper look into the life and travels of the Magdalene, how
she and Jesus used their powers, and a clear blueprint for reclaiming our divine magic!

About the AuthorGloria Amendola is an intuitive who has a passion for esoteric knowledge and
dream language. In her private circles, she blends the western tradition of research and
evidence with the eastern path of meditation and going within for answers. She is a trained
facilitator and accomplished shamanic drummer, and works with a variety of disciplines in her
teaching. Her travels bring her to sacred sites worldwide to experience these powerful
landscape temples firsthand. A modern day Templar aligned to Rennes le Chateau, France, she
follows in the footsteps of the enigmatic Knights Templar, walking where they walked, gathering
impressions from the traces they left behind. Mary Magdalene: Revelations From A First Century
Avatar, Volumes I and II are the author’s first hybrid non-fiction/channeled books. Other titles
include her two novels in the Tower series. They are The Tower and the Dream—Awakening to
the Call and The Tower and the Land—Awakening to the Light. --This text refers to an out of print
or unavailable edition of this title.
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IntroductionAt this time in our history, I feel it’s only a matter of time before more shocking pieces
of evidence appear from the shadows. These fragments, when put together, will reveal the true
story of Jesus—a story that undoubtedly includes Mary Magdalene.As I have said before, years
of research and travel have shown me that the Jesus story was much different than I was taught
growing up. I’ve had time to come to terms with those differences, and in the process, have
somehow maintained an unwavering devotion to the mysteries of Jesus and Mary Magdalene. I
still have a burning desire to know their truth—not the dogma, not the spin—but the unfiltered
truth, in all its complexity.It’s not about being disrespectful or blasphemous; my objective is quite
the opposite. It’s about unearthing this veiled body of knowledge and learning, perhaps for the
first time ever- the real story move forward with the wisdom teachings in hand.As you read this
little book, allow Mary’s words to enter into your being. Let them stir your soul. Let them amaze
you. Let your thoughts and feelings rise up in you!Give yourself permission to cry like crazy, or
laugh at the absurdity of our twisted human history. Scream out loud if it helps alleviate the
anger. After all, you should be angry. We’ve been lied to for a very long time! And when the depth
of that deception sets in, so may confusion. You may not know what to think or feel. Things might
seem overwhelming. But take heart. The truth has a way of clearing things out, so something
better can emerge.In the meantime, remember the Guardians of the Grail—those who go by
many names; those members of the Rex Deus lineage who, for two thousand years, preserved
the truth of our spiritual legacy, along with the fabled stories of those who lived and breathed that
legacy! And one of the metaphysical masters who truly lived and breathed that incredible
heritage was Mary Magdalene.As that awareness sinks in, maybe it will help you understand
why so many of us at this time are acknowledging her intense fortitude, despite the extraordinary
persecution that surrounded her for so long. From veneration to denigration, this Mary bore the
brunt of a cruel, unconscious world.I dedicate this book to Jesus and Mary Magdalene, and
every one of the Rex Deus lineage who endured constant threat and extreme danger throughout



the ages, all the while hoping that someday we would wake up to the truth of who they were, and
ultimately, who we are.They left us clues throughout history so when the time was right, we could
crack the code, and finally begin to comprehend the truth of their mission—a mission so vast
and so complex, it could only be understood at this time…

The Unknown ScribeDover, New Hampshire

Chapter 1Magdalene’s Memoir ContinuesI want to speak more of my personal story with my
beloved Yeshua, since much of what happened between us has never been told in this way. And
it is time that it was.A TREE GROWSThere were many days Yeshua and I spent together, talking
for hours. We had traveled our own way for years, but now we were together and stepping fully
into our mastery. It was a time of great awakening for both of us. That we had found each other at
this time was a godsend. Between us, there was so much to share and so much to consider.Let
me say this. I was in awe of his teaching. He was a great teacher and could make complicated
information sound so simple. My beloved had the gift of extreme clarity.He had a gift for so many
things, but most of all, when he spoke, his voice made every cell in my body flutter and come
alive. And I am not speaking of my immeasurable physical attraction to him, of which I do not
deny. I am speaking of a tonality in his voice that made it a most powerful instrument for his work.
He could command the raging seas, and yet hold a tiny flower in his hand, ever so delicately,
and whisper to its spirit. I saw flowers move their petals in response to his voice!There was just
something in his voice that activated along the way. When he spoke, his voice was full of life
force and magnetism. It was enchanting. I loved the times when it was just the two of us and I
could close my eyes and hear him speak. “Miriam,” he would say, “Listen to this!”He would then
speak strange words and magical things would happen!D D DThis one time, Yeshua called forth
Creation. He spoke his magical words, and from the ethers emerged a spark of light. He held it in
his hand, just above his palm and then asked me, “Miriam, what do you wish this to be?” I turned
away, not wanting him to create purely from my desire. “Miriam, do not be shy. I am trying to
demonstrate something the Creator has given us all, if only we could believe such things are
possible!”“I do not need you to create for me,” I snapped. After all I had seen much in my days at
temple, and one thing we were taught was not to call forth the divine spark foolishly.“Miriam?
What concerns you?”“You must know what concerns me. Save your power for those who need
it.”“I want to make something for you. Do not deny me that pleasure,” he begged of me.I thought
about this for a few minutes. Then I relented to his wishes. “Well then, make me a tree to provide
shade from this burning hot sun!”D D DAnd with that, my beloved asked me which kind of tree I
wanted, how tall and how wide, what kind of leaves and so on. He asked of its aroma, and every
other detail of this tree of mine. So I provided great detail about my tree, for the more I felt it, the
more he could use these feelings of mine to create it. Besides, it was very hot outside. I most
wanted the shade it would make, and the relief from the sun it would provide me.Yeshua listened
to my every word, as he held his palm open, where the spark of light was hovering. He began to



breathe on it—one breath, then two, then many—until the spark became a flame, and it started
to grow. As it grew taller, he stood up and placed this light of Creation onto the earth and blew on
it again, praying the roots right into the ground. My beloved then looked up to the sky. He twirled
in circles and became like a whirling dervish. This went on for some time. Once the flame was
grounded into the earth, it became a sacred fire. There are certain elements of a sacred fire that
reflect an intelligence that is hard to describe. It is as of the fire is alive. It truly is a sight to behold!
My beloved then stepped back and created a sheath around the spirit of the flame. That spirit of
the flame was slowly becoming the spirit of the tree. I saw undulations of light moving about and
smiled cautiously. You have to understand that the voice of my mother played in my head since I
was little. She would not approve of what my beloved was doing—summoning forth the divine
spark to grow me a tree.Yet I was trying to be a woman with my own beliefs and feelings. And
Yeshua was a strong man. He would not allow me to put my guilt feelings upon him. “Take
responsibility for your thoughts Miriam,” he would always say to me. Sometimes I think he saw
me as Martha always did. He did not scold me as my sister would, but sometimes the harsh look
in his eyes would upset me.D D DAfter some time passed, a seedling finally appeared—a real
seedling of a real tree! I was astonished at this and looked into his shimmering eyes. “You have
mastered the manipulation of matter, have you not?” shimmering
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Ebook Library Reader, “The first Volume was great, had to read part 2. Love the unusual and
expanded story of the Magdalene and Jesus.  I will be looking forward to any new addition.”

mamaann, “Five Stars. I always enjoy Gloria's book.. a good read”

D Burns, “Life changing!. I recently read the second channeled Mary Magdalene book by Gloria
Amendola and was profoundly moved by its revelations. It was even more enticing than the first
one because it delves deeper into the life, experiences and mysteries of this feminine master
and her relationship with Yeshua. It’s a totally different take on what we’ve been told about these
two people; it brings you into their lives and makes them more accessible both as human beings
and enlightened teachers.  If you want to stretch your mind,  I highly recommend it!”

Grace Lee, “Amazingly revealing & healing all at once !. This book touched my heart in so many
ways....I am beyond impressed with the confidence & conviction of the information that has
unfolded throughout this book. Its an enchanting roller coaster of Truth, Love & Healing on every
Level. Volume 2 definitely put a lot more pieces together for me to more fully understand the
bigger picture of Mary Magdalene's message along with where our world has been & where we
are now headed. These truths surely resonated with me on every level. Everyone should
absolutely read this book and feel the possibilities of Hope, Light & Triumph that are encoded in
every page. Amazing Gloria !! Another job extremely Well done ;-)”

Karen Heck, “Curious about Mary Magdalene?. Gloria's first book with channeled information
from Mary Magdalene was eye opening- this second book is even more detailed with
explanations and insights into the education and experiences of two great Masters- Mary and
her beloved Jesus, or Yeshua. I couldn't put it down.For anyone who has always wondered what
the real life and truth is about Mary Magdalene- this book, in her very own voice- is a great
place from which to deepen and expand one's understanding of this amazing Avatar.”

B. R., “Profound insights!. This is another amazing little book that is packed with information and
insights that needs several readings to start to absorb. Beautifully presented with great clarity,
the topics are far-reaching and diverse yet have a connectedness interwoven through them.
Well done, Gloria!”

maddie hayes, “This book speaks the truth. Finally a book with great truth. This book spoke to
my soul. I love what was channeled , finally the truth is being spoken.”

Mrs. Elizabeth Rose, “Everything (almost) you need to know about the seriously misjudged Mary
Magdalene. Have now read all 3 books of this trilogy. Could not put them down. Revelations of



the highest kind.  Wonderful.”

The book by Gloria Amendola has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 11 people have provided feedback.
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